








Insert Cam Bolt (B) and Wooden Dowel (A) into the Top Panel (1), insert the  Dowel (A) into the bottom Panel (8), insert the  
Dowel (A) into the Support Bar (22)

Insert the  Cam Bolt (B) on the Side Panel (2) (3),  insert the Cam Bolt (B) and theDowel (A) into the other  size panel (4)(5)



Insert Dowel (A) into the Shelf board (9), insert the Cam Bolt (B) into the Front Panel (6)(7)

Attach the Front Panel (6)(7) to the Side Panel (4)(5) by Cam Lock (C), also secure the Center by another Cam Lock



Secure the Size Panel (4)(5) and the Shelf Board (9) by Cam Lock (C)

Insert the Legs (11) under the bottom panel (8) by using bolt (E) and Wrench (N)



Attach the Center piece (4)(5) into the bottom Panel (8) by using bolts (E) and Wrench (N)

Attach the Top Panel (1) into the center piece by using Cam Lock (C) 



Attach the Side Panel (2)(3) to the Center Piece by using the Cam Lock (C)

Attach the Back Panel (12) to the back side by using  Screw (M) to the Pilot  Hole of the back of the unit



Repeat Step #10 for the back panel (14)

Repeat Step #10 for the Back Panel (13)



Insert the Door Handle (H) to the Drawer Panel (17) by using  Bolt (J), insert the Cam Locks (B) as well

Attach Side Panel (19)(20) to the Back Panel of the Drawer by using Screw (L), Attach the Support Bar to the Center of the 
Drawer Back Panel by  using Screw (L ), Slide the drawer panel (21) to the Side Panel (19)(20) carefully



Attach the Drawer Front Panel (17) to the Drawer and secure it by the Cam Locks (D)

Upside Down the Drawer and secure the Support bar and the drawer itself by Cam Lock (C)



Cover the Cam Locks for the Unit and Drawer by using sticker (P)

Insert the Drawers (17) thur the slider  to the unit



Insert Shelf Support Pin (K) into the unit and place the Shelf  (10) on top 

Attach the Hinge (F) into the Doors Panel (15)(16) and secure it by Screw (G), also please assemble the Handle (H) to the 
Door Panel by Bolts (J)



Assemble the Doors (15)(16) to the unit by Screw (G)
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